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In this issue we take a look at Cyber Crimes relating to
Pornography, Obscenity and Child Sexually Abusive
Material (CSAM). We also discuss the definitions and laws
around cyber pornography.  Widely reported cyber crimes
such as the "BulliBai APP" and the "Boislockerroom" case
have brought the conversation about obscenity and
pornography on the Internet and the law regulating such
content  to centre stage and we make an attempt to give
some answers, solutions and tips to remain safe.

Sexual harassment and crimes against women and
children will be discussed in detail in the later issue.
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DISCLAIMER
 

This newsletter does not intend to
advertise or solicit work . Though
every effort is made to share reliable
information, Cyber LIVE is not
responsible for any errors or
omissions in information made
available through this Newsletter.
Sharing of this Newsletter does not
intend to create attorney – client
relationship between authors and
reader. 

Cyber LIVE brings to you quarterly insight into cyber law,
with updates and information relating to matters of
cyber safety relevant to all stakeholders. This is an
effort to create awareness, and empower citizens by
educating them about online rights and remedies.
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C Y B E R  P O R N O G R A P H Y  I N  I N D I A

continued on page 3

As per Black's Law Dictionary the word 'Pornography' is defined as- Pornography is that which is of or
pertaining to obscene literature; obscene; licentious. Material is pornographic or obscene if the
average person, applying contemporary community standards, would find that the word taken as a
whole appeals to the prurient interest and if it depicts in a patently offensive way sexual conduct and
if the work taken as a whole lacks serious literary, artistic, political or scientific value. 

According to Black's Law Dictionary, 'Obscenity' is the character or quality of being obscene;
conduct tending to corrupt the public morals by its indecency or lewdness. Material is obscene if,
considered as a whole, its predominant appeal is to prurient interest, that is, a shameful or morbid
interest, in nudity, sex or excretion, and if in addition it goes substantially beyond customary limits of
candor in describing or representing such matters. 

In a case before a UK Court Obscenity was defined as the content that has the potential to "deprave
and corrupt people whose minds are exposed to such immoral influences and into whose hands a
publication of this kind may fall", this later on became popular as the Hicklin's test. Following this
several cases in India decided by the High Court and the Supreme Court also adopted the Hicklin's
Test to ascertain whether any content is obscene (Ranjit D. Udeshi v. State of Maharashtra  1965 AIR
881).

Section 292 (1) of the Indian Penal Code, 1860 makes it clear that a picture or article shall be deemed  
obscene if, (i) it is lascivious; (ii) it appeals to the prurient interest, and (iii) it tends to deprave and
corrupt persons who are likely to read, see or hear the matter, alleged to be obscene. Once the
matter is found to be obscene, the question may arise as to whether the impugned matter falls within
any of the exceptions contained in the Section. 

As per Section 67 of the Information Technology Act, 2000 any material which is lascivious or appeals
to the prurient interest or if it's effect is such as to tend to deprave and corrupt persons who are likely
to read, see or hear the matter contained, is defined as obscene material. 

Merely, a picture of a nude/semi-nude woman, as such, cannot per se be called obscene unless it has
the tendency to arouse feeling or revealing an overt sexual desire. The picture should be suggestive
of deprave mind and designed to excite sexual passion in persons who are likely to see it, which will
depend on the particular posture and the background in which the nude/semi-nude women is
depicted. Only those sex-related materials which have a tendency of exciting lustful thoughts can be
held to be obscene, but the obscenity has to be judged from the point of view of an average person,
by applying contemporary Community Standards. 

A Community Standard Test was evolved which considered that the concept of obscenity would
change with the passage of time and therefore, what might have been obscene at one point of time
would not be considered as obscene at a later period. (Aveek Sarkar & Anr. v. State of West Bengal &
Anr. 2014 4 SCC 257). 

What does "Pornography" mean?
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Child Abuse is a term used for maltreatment and neglect of children.
Child Sexual Abuse is the involvement of minor children (below 18 years of age) in sexual
activities they do not fully comprehend to which they are unable to give informed
consent.
Child pornography is more properly identified as Child Sexually Abusive Material
(CSAM) as it explicitly ties the material to the source of the problem and the abuse that
is being perpetuated to create it.
An important aspect of CSAM is that children are revictimised every time the digital
content containing CSAM is shared. The child suffers abuse in a continuous loop.
CSAM is illegal globally and all the countries have a policy of zero tolerance towards any
obscene content which falls under the category of CSAM. All the countries work in
collaboration and closely trying to stop the menace of circulation of CSAM on the net.
National Center for Missing and Exploited Children (NCMEC) based in the US actively
monitors the internet for content link to CSAM  and generates a tip line report.
India through Investigating Agency has an arrangement with National Crimes Record
Bureau (NCRB) and National Center for Missing and Exploited Children (NCMEC) that
NCMEC generates a "tip line report" after it gets a tip about the content linked to CSAM
and verifies it and determines the possible locations of the suspect who may have
uploaded the content. The report is then made available to concerned law enforcement
agencies of the relevant country. 
Internet Watch Foundation (IWF) is one of the major resources which helps maintain a
list of updated websites or URLs containing online CSAM. IWF is also referred as an
anonymous reporting portal. It removes child sexual abusive photos and videos from the
internet to make it a safer place for children.

Grooming is a preparatory process in which a perpetrator gradually gains a
person's/child's trust with the intent to sexually abuse that person/child. Children can be
groomed online, in person or both - by a stranger or someone they know. Children and
young people who are groomed can be sexually abused, exploited or trafficked. For
instance, as a mentor, through social media networks, gaming applications or chat
applications making friendships and then sexually abusing the child. 
Cyber Sexual Bullying includes posting sexual comments, pictures, or videos or
inappropriate sexual videos, memes on social media sites like Facebook or Instagram or
blogs. Sending sexually explicit text messages and pictures or audio files is also known as
'Sexting', and/or pressuring someone to participate in sexting to show commitment or
love. 

What is Child Pornography? 

Ways in which a person can manipulate and sexually abuse children: 
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Jayantkumar Das an RTI campaigner was sentenced to 6 years of imprisonment by a Judicial
Magistrate in Puri for uploading obscene remarks against a journalist wife on a porn website. Das
had created a forged email account and fake profile in the name of the journalist's wife and linked
the fake profile to a porn website disclosing the journalist's phone number on a porn portal.

Dr L. Praksash was sentenced to life imprisonment and 3 others to 7 years rigorous imprisonment
by a fast-track Court in Chennai for posting obscene pictures of women on the internet.

The petitioner, Ripu Sudan Kundra @ Raj Kundra had actively participated in marketing
pornographic films, and along with other accused they used to maintain the Hotshots App through
his firm Viaan Industries, circulating/publishing it on social media and earning money from it. The
company Armsprime Media Pvt. Ltd. was founded by the Petitioner Ripu Sudan Kundra @ Raj
Kundra for this purpose. On 20th September 2021, in the suspected pornography racket case, a
Mumbai Magistrate Court had granted bail to businessman and actor Shilpa Shetty’s husband Raj
Kundra and his firm, Viaan Industry’s IT head Ryan Thorpe (Ryan John Michael Thorpe V State of
Maharashtra Cri. Writ Petition No. 2611/2021)

The petitioner had browsed downloaded and transmitted child pornographic material by using
Airtel sim through his e-mail and Facebook Account. The Hon’ble High Court noted that under
Section 67-B of the Information Technology Act, 2000, every act relating to child pornography is
punishable, therefore even watching child pornography is illegal (P.G. Sam Infant Jones V State CRL
OP (MD) No. 7426 of 2021)

Following are a few cases in the recent time related to circulation of pornography:
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Educate children about sexual solicitation. 
Talk to children about potential online threats
such as grooming, bullying, and stalking.
Notice indicators of change in behavior. 
Listen carefully when a child is sharing any
incident with you. 
Let them know they have done the right thing
by telling you and tell them it's not their fault.
Report what child has told you as soon as
possible.
Examine the apps that your child has installed
on their phone or tablet. 
Keep an eye on your children’s browsing
history.
Restrict access to your children's social
networking sites to only known people and
keep their sites private.

SAFETY MEASURES
The National Commission for Protection of Child
Rights (NCPCR) has made an initiative of POCSO
e-Box for direct online complaint filing of child
sexual abuse.
The user can register a complaint by selecting the
category of harassment.
The user needs to fill the form with details such as
name, email, mobile number and description of the
harassment to register a complaint. 
Then the user needs to click on the 'Submit'
button.
If any user does not have mobile number or email
then he/she can contact on a toll free number-
1800115455  OR on 9868235077  OR on Childline
1098.
Click on the link below to access the NCPCR      e-
box-    www.ncpcr.gov.in 

                                                                                                                 REPORTING OF CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE

https://ncpcr.gov.in/user_complaints.php
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Case of Online Child Sexual Abuse and Grooming:
 

Neha, a girl aged 10 years met with a serious accident. She went back to school in wheelchair but due

to lots of neurological damage it was very difficult for her to cope up with studies and attend school

regulalrly. She felt isolated, helpless and depressed. All she wanted was a sense of belonging and her

friends to love her inspite of her disability.

Neha started using Facebook extensively to escape her lonliness and depression. There she 

 befriended one person named Adesh Katariya. Adesh was very kind and loving to Neha and showed

empathy and concern and Neha had grown very fond of him. Neha used to continuously chat on FB

from her phone and was always smiling and generally looking high strung and excited when she was

using FB.

Once day Adesh requested Neha to meet him in person saying he was in love with her despite her

disability and wanted to officially date her. Neha was very excited and felt loved and belonged.Adesh

had also enticed Neha in clicking nude pictures and some videos of sexual acts of herself and Neha

had shared the same with Adesh on Whatsapp.

One days Neha’s mother found out about Adesh and blocked his account and also his numbder and

forbid Neha from keeping in touch with him. 

When Adesh relaixed his number were blocked he started harassing Neha from diffeent numbders

and threatened to relase her nude pictures and sexual videos on the internet if she fails to pay him

the ransom amount.

A case was filed under relevant Sections of Indian Penal Code 1860, Information Technology Act
2000 and Protection of Children from Sexual Offences 2012, for Cyber Stalking, Sexual Abuse and
Identity Theft. 
*Names are changed to protect the identity of the victim.
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KNOW YOUR LAW

Following are the laws against pornographic content in India:
1) The Information Technology Act, 2000 and The Information
Technology (Intermediary Guidelines and Digital Media Ethics
Code) Rule 2021;
2) The Indian Penal Code, 1860;
3) Indecent Representation of Women (Prohibition) Act, 1986;
4) Protection of Children from Sexual Offences Act, 2012;

1)The Information Technology Act, 2000 and The Information
Technology (Intermediary Guidelines and Digital Media Ethics
Code) Rule 2021:

Section 67 of the IT Act, 2000, gives the punishment for
publishing or transmitting obscene material in electronic form
whereas Section 67A makes publication, transmission and
causing to be transmitted and published any material containing
sexually explicit act or conduct punishable. Section 67B makes
publishing, -transmitting, viewing or downloading child
pornography illegal. Section 66E prohibits the transmission of
photographs of “a private part of any person without his or her
agreement”. Section 72 gives the penalty for breach of
confidentiality and privacy. 

Section 79 defines the liability of an intermediary in relation to
the third party content it may host. 
Intermediaries are for example social media intermediaries or
significant social media intermediaries as defined under-
An intermediary is under an obligation to ensure it does not host
information which i) is defamatory, obscene, pornographic,
paedophilic, invasive of another's privacy, including bodily privacy,
insulting or harassing on the basis of gender, libellous, racially or
ethnically objectionable, relating or encouraging money
laundering or gambling, or otherwise inconsistent with or contrary
to the laws in force; ii) is harmful to child and is also duty bound
to take down or remove such information or disable access to
that material within 36 hours from the receipt of appropriate
authority. 

2) The Indian Penal Code, 1860:

Section 292 of the Indian Penal Code, 1860, prohibits the sale
of obscene material. Section 293 gives the punishment for
selling the obscene material. Any such man, who advances
unwelcome and sexual physical contact, asks for sexual favors,
forces a woman to watch pornography, or makes sexually colored
remarks and statements will be committing sexual harassment
will be punished under Section 354A. 

Any man who assaults or uses criminal force
to any woman or abets such act with the
intention of disrobing or compelling her to
be naked, shall be punished under Section
354B. An act of any man who watches or
captures a woman engaging in a private act,
without her knowledge of being watched or
filmed, not expecting to be observed by the
person who shares such pictures or clips
will be punished under Section 354C.
Section 354D (1)(ii) states that “Monitoring
a woman’s use of the internet, email, or any
other kind of communication” is punishable.
Section 500 gives the punishment for
Defamation whereas Section 509 punishes
a man who tries to insult the modesty of a
woman by words, gestures, sounds, or
objects, intending for it to be seen or
heard, intruding on the privacy of the
woman. 

3) Indecent Representation of Women
(Prohibition) Act, 1986:
This Act forbids indecent representation of
women in ads, publications, writings,
paintings, figures, and other forms. It seeks
to prohibit the representation of women or
any part of her body in an indecent form
provided that such representation will injure
public morality or morals.
Amendment to Section 4 include that “no
person shall publish or distribute or cause
to be published or cause to be distributed
by any means any material that contains
indecent representation of women in any
form”.

4) Protection of Children from Sexual
Offences Act, 2012:
Any person who has not attained the age of
18 years is a child. This Act is gender-
neutral.
Chapter III addresses the use of minors for
pornographic purposes and punishments
for the same.
Section 13 makes any form of media guilty
for using child for pornographic purposes.
Section 14 makes it a crime with strict
punishments to use a child or children for
pornographic purposes. Section 15 makes it
a crime to store or possess child
pornography.
 continued on page 7



HOW TO REPORT A CYBER CRIME:
You can go to the nearest police station/ cyber crime cell, or file
a complaint online on the cyber crime portal.
For more details, click the image on the right to be directed to
our article on 'How to report a cyber crime'.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
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In a major drive to counter rising circulation of
child pornographic content, mobile phone
users in Kerala have started to receive SMS
from Union Government warning them of
punishment for circulating and possessing
child porn content. The messages from
DotGoI warns against online
circulation/possession of child pornography
or rape/gang rape-related content and calls
for reporting complaint with
www.cybercrime.gov.in of National Cyber
Crime Reporting Portal (NCCRP) under
Ministry of Home Affairs (MoHA).

Centre Issues Advisory To Parents, Teachers
On Children's Safe Online Gaming Dec 2021:
Not allowing in-game purchases without
parental consent, avoiding credit or debit
cards registration on apps for subscriptions,
using screen name (avatar) that does not
reveal their real name and installing internet
gateway at home with features like
monitoring, logging and controlling the types
of content that the children can access, are
among the do's and don'ts listed in the
Ministry of Education's advisory on safe online
gaming. Advisory can be accessed on:
https://pib.gov.in/PressReleaseIframePage.
aspx?PRID=1780177

https://vaishalibhagwat.com/publications/how-to-report-a-cyber-crime/
https://www.cybercrime.gov.in/
https://pib.gov.in/PressReleaseIframePage.aspx?PRID=1780177

